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• SMDG is a non-profit organization, run by and on behalf of companies and 
organizations working in the maritime industry, like container terminals, ocean 
carriers, software developers and other service providers and organizations. 

• SMDG is officially recognized by the UN/EDIFACT Board and develops and 
promotes EDI-messages for the maritime industry worldwide.

• Early 2015 the SMDG has formed a working group to evaluate the impact of the 
SOLAS regulation on EDI messages. This analysis is based on the official 
documents from IMO and WSC and input from members, while the national 
legislation from most countries is not yet available. The SMDG has provided 
enhanced message formats for transmission of VGM. 
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• VERMAS incorporates information on the verified gross mass (VGM) of a packed piece of transport 
equipment such as a seagoing container, the time, place and method of obtaining the VGM, the responsible
parties, and references required by the receiver to assign the VGM to his transactions.  

• The message is used to transmit information related to one or many pieces of transport equipment 
belonging to a clearly defined transport movement.     

• The message can be exchanged between any two parties in the transport chain as per mutual agreement. 
The sender may have obtained the verified gross mass himself or he may forward a VGM received from a 
third party. Each party in the transport chain can be a sender or a receiver of a VERMAS message.     

• The only mandatory information in the message refers to the transport equipment and to the VGM value. All 
other information is optional and its transmission depends on the role of sender and receiver in the 
transport chain. It is essential that sender and receiver agree on the information and references to be 
exchanged.

• The message shall not be used as a handling order.        
• The message shall not be used for reporting of empty containers.       
• Dependent on the nature of cargo further attributes such as temperature control, identification of 

dangerous goods, non-standard dimensions, handling requirements may also be sent.
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Segment Composite Data element Code Description Message

1 MEA C502 6313 VGM Transport equipment verified gross mass (weight) Coxxxx and VERMAS

2 DTM C507 2005 798 Verified gross mass determination date/time Coxxxx and VERMAS

3 NAD 3035 SPC SOLAS verified gross mass responsible party Coxxxx and VERMAS

4 NAD 3035
AM

(Change 
description)

(Old) Employee of a company or firm authorized 
to act on behalf of that company or firm e.g. to 
make a Customs declaration.

(New) Employee of a company or firm authorized 
to act on behalf of that company or firm e.g. to 
make a Customs declaration.

Coxxxx and VERMAS

5 CTA 3139 RP Authorized responsible person CoPRAR and VERMAS

6 RFF C506 1153 VGR
Transport equipment gross mass verification 
reference number

Coxxxx

7 RFF C506 1153 VOR
Transport equipment gross mass verification 
order reference

Coxxxx
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SG 2:  NAD-SG3

A group of segments to identify a party for the entire message

including the message sender and related contacts.

SG 3:  CTA-COM

A group of segments to identify a contact and its 

communications related to the party.
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Segment group 4:  EQD-RFF-LOC-SEL-SG5-SG6-SG7
A group of segments containing information about an individual piece of 
transport equipment.

SG 4:  EQD
A segment to identify the transport equipment.
Example: EQD+CN+SUDU1234569:6346:5+42G1:6346:5+++5' 

SG 4:  RFF
A segment to specify a reference to the transport equipment such as a party's booking 

information.

Examples:
RFF+BN:37N023' (booking number, if receiver is a shipping line) 
RFF+SI:US1603-2224' (shipper's internal reference, if receiver is a shipper) 
RFF+BM:1234567’ (Bill of Lading) 
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SG 4:  LOC
A segment to identify a place or a location related to the transport equipment.
Example: LOC+9+NLRTM+DGE:TERMINALS:306’ 

SG 4:  SEL
A segment to specify a seal number.
Example: SEL+987654321+SH' 

SG 5:  MEA
A  segment to specify the gross mass (gross weight) of the transport equipment and to give the 
indication of whether the gross mass has been verified, e.g. according to SOLAS regulations.
Example: MEA+AAE+VGM+KGM:21700‘ (Gross mass, verified) 

MEA+AAE+AET+KGM:20000‘ (Gross mass, not verified) 

SG 5:  DTM
A segment to specify a date and/or time when the gross mass was determined.
Example: DTM+798:201606251632:203' 
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SG 6:  TDT-RFF
A segment to specify information regarding the transport such as mode of transport, means of   
transport, its conveyance reference number and the identification of the means of transport.

Example: TDT+20+123E45+++HLC:LINES:306+++9501344::11:BASLE EXPRESS' 

SG 6:  RFF
A segment to specify a reference relating to the transport, such as an additional voyage 
reference number.
Example: RFF+VON:124W51' 
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SG 7:  DOC-DTM-SG8
A group of segments providing information about documentation related to the gross mass verification.

SG 7:  DOC
A segment to specify the type and identification of documentation.
A new SMDG code list is used for C002.1001 Document name code. 
• DOC+SHP (To specify the responsible party to provide the VGM (“The Shipper”)) 

Example: DOC+SHP:VGM:306+27G92ZZ' 
(Remark: The NAD group specifies party and authorized person) 

• DOC+DRF  (To specify the reference to container's SOLAS VGM documentation in case the actual shipper 
shall not be disclosed.) 
Example: DOC+DRF:VGM:306+KJH1607-782' 

(Remark: The NAD group specifies the party who holds the VGM documentation 
• DOC+SM1  (To specify which SOLAS method was used (1 or 2) and the documentation of the actual weight 

determination, e.g. the weighing slip. Qualifiers SM1 or SM2 can be used. 
Example: DOC+SM1:VGM:306+QCT000784' 
Remark: The NAD group specifies the party who determined the weight, e.g. the weighing station. 

General note, we will use the terms “Responsible Party” (=The Shipper on the Bill of Lading) and “Authorized Person” 
(=The person duly authorized by the Shipper, this person can be in another company e.g. a forwarder)

SG 7:  DTM
A segment to specify a date and/or time related to the documentation.
Example: DTM+137:201606270809:203' 



SG 8:  NAD-SG9
A group of segments to qualify and specify name and address information related to the documentation.
Group for specification of 
• Party responsible of SOLAS verified gross mass declaration (“The Shipper”) 
• Weighing party for the method as specified in DOC segment 
• Party to be referred to for obtaining identified document 
• Party who ordered the weighing 

For each party the responsible person can be specified in the CTA group. 

SG 8:  NAD
A segment to specify the function and name/address of a party or individual.
Examples:
NAD+SPC The responsible party to provide the VGM (“The Shipper”) 

NAD+SPC+++BEST FRUIT LTD.+LONG STREET 987:P.O. BOX 321123+NEW YORK CITY++10007+US‘ 
NAD+WPA The weighing party who determined the VGM 

NAD+WPA+++BEST FRUIT LTD.+LONG STREET 987:P.O. BOX 321123+NEW YORK CITY++10007+US‘
NAD+WC The party that holds the VGM documentation 

NAD+WC+++BEST FRUIT LTD.+LONG STREET 987:P.O. BOX 321123+NEW YORK CITY++10007+US‘
NAD+OB The party that ordered the weighing (at the weighing station)

NAD+OB+++BEST FRUIT LTD.+LONG STREET 987:P.O. BOX 321123+NEW YORK CITY++10007+US‘
NAD+AM The person authorized to sign a document 

NAD+AM+++BEST FRUIT LTD.+LONG STREET 987:P.O. BOX 321123+NEW YORK CITY++10007+US‘Page25



SG 9:  CTA-COM
A group of segments to specify a contact and related communication information.

SG 9:  CTA-COM
A segment to specify the function and details of a contact person or department.

• CTA+BN The party or person name (communication contact with details in subsequent COM 
segment) 
Example: CTA+BN’ CTA+BN+A1 LTD DESPATCH DEPT’ 

• CTA+RP The signature of a person 
Example: CTA+RP+:LUCY P. SMITH‘ 
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SG 9:  COM
A segment to A segment to identify communication numbers or email addresses for a person or 
department to whom a communication should be directed.
Example: COM+COM+?+19731234567:TE' - phone number 

COM+DISPATCH(A)MODERN-FOOTWEAR.COM:EM' - email address 
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21.9.2015 DMRs for new codes submitted to UN/CEFACT for D.15B

SMDG plenary meeting in Malta 30.9.2015 Proposal for VERMAS message was approved

4.11.2015 UN/CEFACT Forum Marseille (T&L Domain 
Group)

Approved VERMAS message structure

6.11.2015 SMDG published first VERMAS MIG as version 0.4

26.02 2016 SMDG provided VERMAS Boiler Plate & a DMR related to VERMAS for 
D.16A 

02.03.2016
SMDG provided the draft BRS for the VERMAS message to T&L Domain 
Group

22.3.2016 SMDG publishes first VERMAS MIG as version 0.5

29.4.2016 UN/CEFACT Forum in Geneva Final VERMAS message & DMR related to VERMAS message approval

May / June 2016 UNCEFACT publishes D.16A Directory including a new message of 
“VERMAS”
SMDG publishes the final VERMAS MIG as version 1.0


